
 The Phantom of the Opera 

Creagh, Kelly—Phantom Heart 

A dangerous love triangle forms between new-girl-in-town 

Stephanie, teen ghost hunter Lucas, and Erik, the dashing 

British boy haunting Stephanie’s dreams.  

Howard, A. G.—RoseBlood 
Angel-voiced, but sickly, Rune feels cured while in the 
presence of the mysterious Thorn, but Thorn’s dangerous 
father haunts their growing relationship.  

Pride and Prejudice 

Yen, Jennifer—A Taste for Love 
Both high school senior Liza and her mother share a love 
and talent for baking but disagree on the subject of dating, 
especially when Mrs. Yang turns her annual baking contest 
into a matchmaking scheme. 

Zoboi, Ibi Aanu—Pride 

After initial dislike, Zuri finds unexpected understanding 

with the arrogant and wealthy Darius, whose family 

moved in across the street in Zuri’s rapidly changing 

Brooklyn neighborhood.  

Sherlock Holmes 

Petty, Heather 

Lock & Mori series  
(#1—Lock & Mori)  
In modern-day London, 16-year-old Mori is looking for an 
escape from her recent past and spiraling home life when 
she takes a classmate up on his challenge to solve a 
murder mystery. 

Cavallaro, Brittany 

Charlotte Holmes series  
(#1—A Study in Charlotte)  
Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson descendants, Charlotte 
and Jamie, students at a Connecticut boarding school, 
team up to solve a murder mystery. 

Separate lists of Fairy Tales Re-told and Shakespeare 
Plays Re-told are also available from the Teen Scene. 
 

A few notes: 

• These book lists are examples, not complete 

lists of books which fit into the genre. 

• Not all books will be of interest to every 

reader. 

• Teen Scene staff are always eager to help you 

find a book that fits your personal taste and 

interests. Just ask! 

Salem Public Library Teen Scene 
585 Liberty St. SE  Salem, OR  

503-588-6315  www.cityofsalem.net/library 

Classic stories retold 



White, Kiersten 

The Dark Descent of Elizabeth Frankenstein 
Elizabeth grows up in the Frankenstein home—brought in 
to be a companion for the family’s odd son Victor, but as 
they grown older and closer, Victor’s secrets and 
ambitions turn dark and violent. 

The Great Gatsby 

Reed, Amy Lynn—Tell Me My Name 
Eighteen-year-old Fern's life spirals out of control after a 
troubled former child star arrives on Commodore Island, 
forcing Fern to take agency over her own existence. 

King Arthur 

Deonn, Tracy—Legendborn series  

(#1—Legendborn)  

To discover the truth behind her mother's mysterious 

death, Bree infiltrates a magical secret society claiming to 

be the descendants of King Arthur and his knights. 

Schneider, Robyn 

Emry Merlin series  

(#1—The Other Merlin) 
Merlin’s daughter, Emry, disguises herself as her twin 

brother in order to learn magic in Prince Arthur’s court 

where she finds scandal, danger, and romance.  

Les Misérables  

Brody, Jessica 

System Divine series  

(#1—Sky Without Stars) 

Three teens from very different backgrounds are thrown 

together amidst the looming threat of revolution on the 

French planet-colony of Laterre. 

Peter Pan 

Anderson, Jodi Lynn—Tiger Lily  
Fifteen-year-old Tiger Lily receives special protections from 
the spiritual forces of Neverland, but then she meets her 
tribe's most dangerous enemy, Peter Pan, and falls in love. 

Maxwell, Lisa—Unhooked 
Gwen is kidnapped to an island inhabited by fairies, a 
roguish ship captain, and bloodthirsty beasts—and she 
must save their Queen before it is too late. 

Sheinmel, Alyssa B.—Second Star 
While searching for her missing surfer brothers, Wendy 
meets a tribe of young runaways and is drawn to both the 
charismatic Pete and the dangerous, but handsome, Jas.  

Alice in Wonderland 

Meyer, Marissa—Heartless 
As one of the most desired girls in Wonderland, Catherine 
is expected to marry the king, but she’d rather open a 
bake shop with her best friend and pursue a relationship 
with the mysterious court jester.  

Oakes, Colleen 

Queen of Hearts series (#1—Queen of Hearts) 
Future Queen of Hearts Dinah must play a dangerous 
political game, staying one step ahead of her cunning 
enemies or she'll lose not just the crown but her head. 

Anna Karenina 

Lee, Jenny—Anna K: A Love Story 

While Anna seems above the typical problems of her 

Manhattan friends and siblings, finding love with a 

notorious playboy changes everything. 

Cyrano De Bergerac 

Kaplan, A. E.—We Are the Perfect Girl 
Aphra helps coach Bethany with what to say on her dates 
with the charming Greg, but struggles to hide her own 
crush on the boy.  

Spears, Kat—Sway 
Football team captain Ken wants to date Bridget. He hires 
Jesse—a guy known for his ability to manipulate people—
to help. But Jesse finds himself falling for her instead. 

Don Quixote 

Bray, Libba—Going Bovine  
After being diagnosed with Creutzfeldt-Jakob's (aka mad 
cow) disease, Cameron sets off on a road trip with a death-
obsessed video gaming dwarf he meets in the hospital. 

Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde 

Ross, Amy Danziger 

Jek/Hyde 
Lulu has feelings for her childhood best friend Jek, but 
lately he’s been pulling away. Things get even more 
complicated when a mysterious and dangerous new boy 
gets between the two.  

Frankenstein 

Griffin, Sarah Maria—Spare and Found Parts 
In a post-epidemic Ireland where all but the most 
necessary technology is feared, Nell decides to build a 
sentient android companion and discovers her famed 
scientist father's secret experiments. 


